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1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of invexity was introduced by Hanson [2] as a 
generalization of convexity for constrained optimization problems of the 
form 
min f(x) for XEXG R” subject to g(x) 50, (1.1) 
where f: X -+ R and g: X + R” are differentiable functions on a set X G R”. 
Hanson [2] showed that weak duality and sufficiency of the Kuhn 
Tucker conditions hold when invexity is required instead of the usuai 
requirement of convexity. 
Subsequently, Hanson and Mond [3] introduced two new classes of 
functions which are not only sufficient but are also necessary for optimality 
in primal and dual problems, respectively. Let 
and 
P= {XIXEX, g(x)SO) 
where Y= ((x, y)lx~X, yeR”‘, V,.f(x) + Y’CVX Ax)1 = 03 Y 2 01. 
In [3 3, Hanson and Mond defined f(x) and g(x) as Type I objective 
and constraint functions, respectively, with respect to q(x) at x0 if there 
exists an n-dimensional vector function q(x) defined for all x E P such that 
and 
f(x) -.a-%) 2 CVrf(%)l’ v(x) (1.2) 
-d-G) I ~V.d&J)l v(x), (1.3) 
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and f(x) and g(x) as Type II objective and constraint functions, respec- 
tively, with respect to r](x) at x,, if there exists an n-dimensional vector 
function q(x) defined for all XE D such that 
and 
.f(%) -f(x) 2 CVxf(x)l’ r(x) (1.4) 
-g(x) 2 cv.~g(x)l v(x). (1.5) 
2. 
In the definitions of Type I and Type II functions we shall consider x0 to 
be fixed. 
If x0 is not fixed, the definition of Type I would be written as 
f(x) -f(%) 2 w~f(xo)l’ rl(x, x0) 
and 
-g(xcJ 2 t-v, g(xdl 9(X> x0) 
and the definition of Type II would be equivalent to this. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. The functions f(x) = -l/x and g(x) = -x + 1 are 
Type I with respect to q(x)= 1 - l/x at x0= 1 but f(x) and g(x) are not 
Type II at x0. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. The functions f: [IO, 7c/2] + R defined by f(x) = sin’ x 
and g: [0, n/2] + R defined by g(x) = -cos x are Type II with respect to 
q(x) = 0 at x0 = n/2 but f(x) and g(x) are not Type I at x0. 
In [ 11, Ben-Israel and Mond gave a sufkient condition for invexity. The 
next two theorems use that idea to find sufficient conditions for Type I and 
Type II functions. 
THEOREM 2.1. I f  f(x) and g(x) are differentiable at x0 and there exists 
an n-dimensional vector function q(x) such that 
.f(xo + Mx)) 5 V(x) + (1 - 2) .fc%), 0<16 1, (2.1) 
and 
g(xrJ + h(x)) 5 (1 -PI g(xoL O<fl<l, (2.2) 
for all XE P, then f(x) and g(x) are Type I. 
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Proof: Since (1.2) follows from (2.1) by Theorem 2 of [ 11, it s&ices to 
show that (1.3) follows from (2.2). The last inequality can be rewritten as 
g(xo + B?(X)) - dxo) 5 -&Go). 
Assume /? > 0 and divide by 8 to obtain 
; C&o + B?(X)) - gh)l~ -g(xd 
The limit as fi + 0 + gives (1.3). 
THEOREM 2.2. Iff(x) and g( ) x are differentiable on D and there exists 
an n-dimensional vector r](x) such that 
f(x+h(x))5~f(x,)+(l -l)f(x), OdL<l, (2.3) 
and 
g(x + h(x)) 5 (1 -m g(x)3 o<g<1, (2.4) 
for all XE D at x0, then ,f(x) and g(x) are Type II. 
Proof: Since (1.4) follows from (2.3) by Theorem 2 of [I], it suffices to 
show that (1.5) follows from (2.4). The last inequality can be rewritten as 
dx + Ps(x)) - g(x) 5 -Bs(x). 
Assume /? > 0 and divide by fi to obtain 
f !xx + h(x)) - g(x)1 5 -g(x). 
The limit as a -+ 0 + gives (1.5). 
3. 
Some of the results obtained by Kaul and Kaur [4] can be adapted to 
Type I and Type II functions. 
THEOREM 3.1. If f(x) and g(x) are convex objective and constraint 
functions, respectively, then f(x) and g(x) are Type I. 
Proof: Assume that f(x) and g(x) are convex functions, and let x0 E P 
be fixed. Then, for all x E P 
f(x) -f(xcJ L CVrfbo)l’ (X-XII) 
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and 
g(x) - gbo) 2 wx s(xo)lb - x0) 
By assumption, g(x) 5 0, then 
-gh) 2 cv, aJl(x - x0). 
Hence f(x) and g(x) are Type I functions with respect to q(x) = x-x,, 
at x0. 
Type I functions need not be convex, as can be seen from the following 
example based on Example 2.1 of [4]. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. The functions f: [0, rc/2] + R defined by f(x) = x + sin x 
and g: [0, n/2] + R defined by g(x) = -sin x are Type I functions with 
respect to q(x) = (2/fi)( sin x- i) at x0= 7r/6 but f(x) is not convex 
because for x = n/4 and x0 = rc/6 
f(x) -f(xo) < Cv.xfbo)l’ (x-%3). 
THEOREM 3.l.a. If f(x) and g(x) are convex objective and constraint 
functions, respectively, then f(x) and g(x) are Type II. 
Proof: Assume that f(x) and g(x) are convex functions, and let x0 E P 
be fixed. Then, for all x E D, 
and 
f(xo)-f(x)2 Wxf(x)l’(%-X) 
dxo) - g(x) L cv.x g(x)lhl - XI. 
By assumption, g(x) 5 0, then 
-g(xo) 2 cvx g(%)l(x - x0). 
Hence f(x) and g(x) are Tye II functions with respect to q(x) =x0-x at 
x0, where x,, E P. 
Type II functions need not be convex. 
EXAMPLE 3.1.a. Define f(x) and g(x) as in Example 3.1. Then f(x) and 
g(x) are Type II functions with respect to n(x) = (t-sin x)/cos x at 
x0 = 7c/6 but f(x) is not convex. 
We shall say that f(x) and g(x) are strictly Type I (strictly Type II) if 
we have strict inequality in (1.2) and (1.3) (( 1.4) and (1.5)), respectively. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Zf f(x) and g(x) are strictly convex objective and 
constraint functions, respectively, then f(x) and g(x) are strictly Type I. 
Proof. Assume that f(x) and g(x) are strictly convex, and let x0 E P be 
fixed. Then, for all x E P, 
and 
f(x) -f&d cv,ft%)l’ (x-x0) 
g(x) - &cl) ’ cv, &%)lb - %I). 
By assumption, g(x) <= 0, then 
-&Id ’ Rx sb%)lb - x0). 
Hence f(x) and g(x) are strictly Type I with respect to q(x) = x -x0 at x,,. 
Strictly Type I functions need not be strictly convex. The following 
example is based on Example 2.2 of [4]. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. The functions f: (0, n/2) --t R defined by f(x) = 
-x + cos x and g: (0,7r/2) -P R defined by g(x) = -cos x are strictly Type I 
with respect to q(x) = 1 - (2/a) cos x at x0 = n/4 but f(x) is not strictly 
convex. 
THEOREM 3.2.a. If f(x) and g(x) are strictly convex objective and 
constraint functions, respectively, then f(x) and g(x) are strictly Type II. 
Proof Assume that f(x) and g(x) are strictly convex, and let x,, E P be 
fixed. Then, for all x E D, 
and 
f(xo)-f(x)> cv,f(x)l’(xcl-x) 
&%I) - g(x) ’ cv.x g(x)l(xo - x). 
By assumption, g(x,) 5 0, then 
-g(x) > cv, &)lh -x)- 
Hence f(x) and g(x) are strictly Type II with respect to q(x) = x0- x 
at x0. 
Strictly Type II functions need not be strictly convex. 
EXAMPLE 3.2.a. Define f(x) and g(x) as in Example 3.2 and a(x) = 
(cos x - fi/Z)/sin x. Then f(x) and g( x are strictly Type II with respect ) 
to q(x) at x0 = 7c/4 but f(x) is not strictly convex. 
409/13Oi’Z-6 
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Hanson [2] noted that invexity can be extended to 
Cv.~f(xo)l’rl(x)~O=>f(x)-.Nx,)~O (3.1) 
and 
.f(x) -.f(xo) 5 o= [V,,f(x,)]’ q(x) 5 0. (3.2) 
Functions satisfying (3.1) and (3.2) are called pseudo-invex and quasi- 
invex, respectively. 
We shall say that f(x) and g(x) are pseudo-Type I objective and 
constraint functions, respectively, with respect to q(x) at x0 if there exists 
an n-dimensional vector function q(x) defined for all x E P such that 
cvxf(xo)l’ r(x) 2 0 *S(x) 2f(%) 
and 
w, gh)l v(x) 2 0 * -&, 2 0; 
and f(x) and g(x) are pseudo-Type II objective and constraint functions, 
respectively, with respect to q(x) at x0 if there exists an n-dimensional 
vector function q(x) defined for all XE D such that 
and 
FYm)l’ v(x) 10 *f(xlJ 2f(x) 
THEOREM 3.3. Zf ,f(x) and g(x) are Type I objective and constraint 
functions, respectively, with respect to a common q(x) at x,,, then f(x) and 
g(x) are pseudo-Type I for the same q(x). 
Proof: Assume that [V, f(x,)]’ q(x) 2 0 and [V, g(xO)] r](x) 2 0 for all 
x E P. Since f(x) and g(x) are Type I it follows that f(x) 2 f(xO) and 
-g(x,) 2 0. Pseudo-Type I functions need not be Type I for the same q(x) 
as can be seen from the following example based on Example 2.6 of [4]. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. The functions f :  [-z/2, 7r/2] -+ R defined by 
f(x) = -co? x and g: [ -7t/2,7c/2] + R defined by g(x) = -cos x are 
pseudo-Type I with respect to r](x) = -t + (,,@2) cos x at x0 = --n/4 but 
f(x) and g(x) are not Type I with respect to the same q(x) at x0 as can be 
seen by taking x = 0. 
THEOREM 3.3.a. lf f(x) and g(x) are Type II objective and constraint 
functions, respectively, with respect to a common r](x) at x,,, then f(x) and 
g(x) are pseudo-Type Ufor the same q(x). 
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ProoJ Assume that [V,f(x)]’ q(x) 2 0 and [V,g(x)] q(x) 2 0 for all 
x E D. Since f(x) and g(x) are Type II it follows that f(x,,) z(x) and 
-g(x) 2 0. Pseudo-Type II functions need not be Type II for the same 
q(x) as can be seen from the following example. 
EXAMPLE 3.3.a. The functions f: (-n/2, n/2) -+ R defined by f(x) = 
-cos2 x and g: (-7(/2,7c/2) --) R defined by g(x) = -cos x are pseudo- 
Type II functions with respect to q(x) = sin x (cos x - a/2) at x0 = -7c/4 
but f(x) and g(x) are not Type II with respect to the same q(x) as can be 
seen by taking x = 7~13. 
We shall say that f(x) and g(x) are quasi-Type I objective and 
constraint functions, respectively, with respect to q(x) at x0 if there exists 
an n-dimensional vector function q(x) defined for al x E P such that 
f(x) Sf(-%) * [V,f(%)l v(x) 5 0 
and 
and j”(x) are quasi-Type II objective and constraint functions, respectively, 
with respect to r](x) at x0 if there exists an n-dimensional vector function 
q(x) defined for all x E D such that 
f(xo) 5.m) * Nrf(x)l f!(x) i 0 
and 
-g(x) s 0 * cv, g(x)] q(x) 5 0. 
THEOREM 3.4. If f(x) and g(x) are Type I objective and constraint 
functions, respectively, with respect to a common q(x) at x,,, then f(x) and 
g(x) are quasi-Type Ifor the same q(x). 
ProoJ Assume that f(x) 5 f(xO) for all XE P and -g(xO) s 0. Since 
f(x) and g(x) are Type I it follows that [V,f(x,,)]‘rl(x)50 and 
cvx .!dX,)lrl(~) 5 0. 
Quasi-Type I functions need not be Type I with respect to the same q(x). 
EXAMPLE 3.4. The functions f: [0, rc] -+ R defined by f(x) = sin3 x and 
g: [0, rr] --, R defined by g(x) = -cos x are quasi-Type I with respect to 
q(x) = -1 at x0= 7c/2 but f(x) and g(x) are not Type I with respect to 
v](x) at x0 as can be seen by taking x = 7r/4. 
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THEOREM 3.4.a. Zf f(x) and g(x) are Type ZZ objective and constraint 
functions, respectively, with respect to a common r/(x) at x,,, then f(x) and 
g(x) are quasi-Type ZZ for the same q(x). 
Proof: Assume that f(xO 5 f(x) and -g(x) 5 0 for all x E D. Since f(x) 
and g(x) are Type II it follows that [V, f(x)]’ q(x) 5 0 and [V, g(x)] 
r(x) 5 0. 
Quasi-Type II functions need not be Type II with respect to the 
same v(x). 
EXAMPLE 3.4.a. The functions f: (0, co) + R defined by f(x) = -l/x 
and g : (0, co) + R defined by g(x) = -x + 1 are quasi-Type II with respect 
to n(x) = -x + 1 at x,, = 1 but f(x) and g(x) are not Type II with respect 
to q(x) at x0 as can be seen by taking x=2. 
THEOREM 3.5. Zf f(x) and g(x) are strictly Type Z objective and 
constraint functions, respectively, with respect to a common q(x) at x0, then 
f(x) and g(x) are Type I. 
Type I functions need not be strictly Type I with respect to the same 
q(x) as can be seen from the following example based on Example 2.7 
of [4]. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. The functions f: [ - 7c/2,7c/2] --t R defined by f(x) = 
-sin x and g: [ - 7~12, rc/2] --) R defined by g(x) = -cos x are Type I with 
respect to q(x) = sin x at x0 = 0 but f(x) and g(x) are not strictly Type I 
with respect to v(x) at x,,. 
THEOREM 3.5.a. Zf f(x) and g(x) are strictly Type ZZ objective and 
constraint functions, respectively, with respect to a common r](x) at x0, then 
f(x) and g(x) are Type ZZ. Type ZZ functions need not be strictly Type ZZ 
with respect to the same q(x). 
EXAMPLE 3.5.a. The functions f: [0, n/2] + R defined by f(x) = -sin x 
and g: [0, n/2] + R defined by g(x) = -eCX are Type II with respect to 
q(x) = 1 at x0 = 0 but f(x) and g(x) are not strictly Type II with respect to 
v(x) at x0. 
4. 
In [4], Kaul and Kaur considered a number of sufficient optimality 
criteria which do not depend on convexity. Those results can be adapted to 
the class of Type I functions. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let x* E A’ and let f(x) and g(x) be Type I objective and 
constraint functions, respectively, with respect to a common n(x) at x*. If 
there exist u$ E R and u* E R” such that (x*, u$, u*) satisfies the following 
conditions 
v,(Po*f(x*)) +v,(P*fg(x*)) =o (4.1) 
&*I 5 0 (4.2) 
p*lg(x*) = 0 (4.3) 
(PO*, p*j>,o 2 (P,** P*)fo (4.4) 
PO”>0 (4.5) 
then x* is an optimal solution of (1.1). 
Proof Since f(x) and g(x) are Type I with respect to q(x) at x*, then 
for any XE P 
f(x) -Ax*) 2 L-v,f(x*)l’ v(x) 
= -[Vx (f g(x*))] q(x) by (4.1) and (4.5) 
z,*I g(x*)=o PLO* by (4.3). 
Therefore f(x) Lf(x*) for all x E P. From x* E X and (4.2) it follows that 
x* is an optimal solution of (1.1). 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let x* E X and let f(x) and g(x) be Type I objective 
and constraint functions, respectively, with respect to a common n(x) at x*. 
If there exists u* E R” such that (x*, u*) satisfies the following conditions 
vXf(x*)+V,(u*‘g(x*))=O (4.6) 
g(x*)so (4.7) 
p*‘g(x*) =o (4.8) 
p*z0 (4.9) 
then x* is an optimal solution of (1.1). 
Remark 4.1. Since p* 2 0, g(x*) 5 0, and p*‘g(x*) = 0, then 
pL*gi(x*)=O, i=l,2 ,..., m. Therefore it is suffkient for f(x) and the active 
components of g(x) at x* to be Type I functions with respect to a common 
r](x) at x*, instead of f(x) and g(x) as was assumed in Theorem 4.1. 
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THEOREM 4.2. Let x* E X and 
and 
f(x) -f(x*)>= Cvxm*)l’ vi(x) (4.10) 
-A+*)’ cv,dx*)l v(x) (4.11) 
for the same r](x). If there exist pt E R and u* E R” such that (x*, ,u(o*, u*) 
satisfies (4.1)-(4.4) of Theorem 4.1, then x* is an optimal solution of (1.1). 
Proof: The proof of this theorem is the same as that of Theorem 3.2 
of [4] except that (4.10), (4.11), and g,(x’) SO= g,(x*), where 
I= {ii gi(x*)=O}, imply 
0 >f(xO) -f(x*) L cv,s(x*)l’ r(xO) 
and 
0 L -gAx*) > cv* g,(x*)l rl(xO). 
Remark 4.2. Since p: = 0 for i E J, where J= {i 1 g,(x*) < 0}, it suffices 
to assume (4.11) for g, at x* instead of g at x* as was assumed in 
Theorem 4.2. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let x* E X and let Z= {ij g,(x*)=O}. Let f(x) satisfy 
[V,f(x*)]’ n(x) 2 0 *f(x) zf(x*) and let g, satisfy -g,(x*) 5 
0 =S [V, g,(x*)] r](x) 5 0 for the same n(x). Zf there exists p* E R” such that 
(x*, p*) satisfies conditions (4.6)-(4.9) of Corollary 4.1, then x* is an 
optimal solution of (1.1). 
Proof The proof of this theorem is the same as that of Theorem 3.3 of 
[4]. Note that (3.17) in [4] implies -g,(x*)sO and thus [V,g,(x*)] 
v(x) 5 0. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let X*E X. Zf there exists u* E R” such that (x*, p*) 
satisfies conditions (4.6)-(4.9) of Corollary 4.1 and zf f(x) satisfies 
and g,(x) satisfies -~F’gAx*)50* CV,(~F’g,(x*))l v(x)60 for the 
same n(x), then x* is an optimal solution of (1.1). 
Proof: The proof of this theorem is the same as that of Theorem 3.4 of 
[4] except that (3.19) in [4] now follows from -pr’gl(x*)sO. 
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